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Dressing room

GEMMA

Dressing room“THE INTELLECT SEEKS, THE HEART 
FINDS.”
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Dressing roomGEMMA
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GEMMA Dressing room

A  dressing room developed in detail by Milano designers, where every dress and 
object of the personal sphere finds its location, and where you can move in your 
emotional space. Not a simple environment, but an intimate shelter, made of precious 
details.
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GEMMA Dressing room
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Dressing room

A space designed combining functionality and sophistication. �is way, the 
dressing room looks like an elegant atelier. Each time you cross its threshold, you are 
surprised by its refined finishes and warm materials and you’ll be wrapped in a rich 
and emotional mood.

GEMMA
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GEMMA Dressing room
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Dressing room

MIRIANA

Dressing room“MAN IS A GENIUS WHEN HE’S DREAMING.”
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MIRIANA Dressing room
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The border between dream and reality is very thin in Miriana dressing room.
�e art of Italian know how, that is more than ever visible in all the details and 
creations of this magic space.
Composure and balance prevail in Miriana dressing room, enlivened by the 
evolutions of the precious carvings and original finishes. You are charmed by 
a space with a strong personality which, however, “caresses” guests with its 
voluptuous, but gentle style.

Dressing roomMIRIANA
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MIRIANA Dressing room
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Kitchen

OLGA

“IN THE KITCHEN, THE REAL GOODNESS IS 
PURE BEAUTY.”

Kitchen
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OLGA Kitchen
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OLGA Kitchen

Quality of materials, accuracy of finishes, precious details: the perfect kitchen looks like 
a successful dish, it involves the senses, it expresses the essence of pleasure, delicious food, 
joie de vivre. It is a space to dive in with enthusiasm, To create.
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OLGA Kitchen
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Cooks are daily artists working on taste, smell, touch, view. Inspiration is deeper and 
meals are more refined in a bright, temptress kitchen, full of details and unique features 
that cannot be found elsewhere. Good is not just inside, but also outside

OLGA Kitchen
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Kitchen

FLORA

“A HOUSE IS NOTHING BUT A MAN’S 
EXTERNALIZED DEPICTION.”

Kitchen
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FLORA Kitchen
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FLORA Kitchen

40

An eclectic space with a strong personality that boosts to positive, convivial, smart  
moods. Refinement, balance and proportion tell about a love story for precious objects 
and furnishing ac-cessories. A sophisticated stage for private life.
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Doors proposal
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Customized items
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Customized itemsCustomized items


